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Introduction to User Stories
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User Stories

Term coined by Kent Beck in 
Extreme Programming 

Explained: Embrace Change 
(1999)

"Rather than writing all 
these details as stories, the 
better approach is for the 

[implementation] team and 
the customer to discuss 

these details. That is, have 
a conversation about the 
details at the point when 

the details become 
important.” 

v Concise feature descriptions 
told from the perspective of 
an end-user and stored in a 
product backlog

v Integral part of the agile 
approach that facilitates 
discussion of requirements 
amongst the Product Owner, 
Scrum Team, and End-Users

v Written by anyone at any 
time during an agile project



User Stories

Writing user stories ranks at 
the top of critical project tasks 

Business subject matter experts work with the Scrum 
team to lay out requirements using the following 
template:

1.Title: One sentence summary to allow for organization, 
categorization and search.

2.Description: A comprehensive narrative and clearly 
describes the functionality and the goal or benefit (reason) the 
user is trying to achieve. Includes Inputs, Outputs and Pain 
Points.  It also outlines how this is different from the 
process today. Model builders take user stories and build the 
model, set up processes and data feeds. If possible, include an 
example to be used as a visual guide or template for what is 
required.  (Use INVEST method described later)

3.Acceptance Criteria: How is success defined? Includes 
what should happen as well as what should not happen. 
Describe the test with which the user can deem the story 
complete and meeting user requirements.  (Use SMART 
method)

4.Tasks: The task includes things that need to get done in 
addition to the actual model build. All tasks take time and 
require resources that need to be estimated along with the 
actual model build.  However, user stories should be system 
agnostic and don’t necessarily need to describe how you might 
accomplish a particular task in Anaplan.



User Stories

User stories should include 
each of these elements.

1.Who? The user story starts with the role who needs new 
functionality. Thus it connects end-users who consume the 
capability with the developers

2.What? The next part of a user story is describing the action / 
set of tasks (verb) / that the user would like to be able to 
conduct to a specific object (noun)

3.Why? The user story clearly describes the goal or benefit 
(reason) the user is trying to achieve (Pain Point). It also 
outlines how this is different from the process today

4.How? As important as the what is the how. How should 
reflect specific interactions (as applicable) that the user might 
take with the functionality

5.Other Information:
• The Priority of the story (e.g., must, should, could, won’t)

• Key Acceptance Criteria (e.g., how is success defined, 
including what should happen as well as what should not 
happen) 

• Attached screenshots / Excel Version / mock-up if relevant



User Stories:
Three C’s

User stories evolve and should 
have a continuous dialogue

Card Conversation Confirmation

1.Card: Written in short form as an invitation to conversation 
with intention to facilitate common understanding.

2.Conversation: Largely Verbal human to human dialogue 
first in scoping and then in the relevant sprint.  Story should be 
updated as improved understanding is achieved.

3.Confirmation: Executable examples / prototypes 
validating the end user’s needs.  Define acceptance test.



User Stories: The 3 C’s

• Traditionally written, in short form, on 
index cards or sticky notes

• An “invitation” to conversation

• Intention is to facilitate common 
understanding of the requirement 
amongst all stakeholders

• Leverage the User Story template

1 - Card



Start with the End in Mind



“As an Account Executive, I want to see all of the accounts within my 

territory sorted from highest to lowest by Bookings Potential so that I 

can quickly assess which accounts have the most sales potential.”

<Type of User> <To perform some task> <Achieve a goal, benefit, 
or value>

User Story Template

“As a…” “I want…” “So that I can…”



I – Independent
of all other user stories

N – Negotiable
as to facilitate discussion and collaboration

V – Valuable
to the customer or end-user

E – Estimable
in terms of level of effort

S – Small
enough to deliver in a single sprint

T – Testable
to determine the “definition of done”

User Stories Done Right

“INVEST” in User Stories



User Stories: The 3 C’s

• Conversation holds the “true value” of the user story 

• Human-to-human dialogue (preferably in-person)

• Takes place over time:
• First, during LOE estimation
• Secondly, during relevant sprint

• Written portion of the user story should be adjusted based 
on improved understanding facilitated by the conversation

• Largely verbal; can be supplemented with documents 

2 - Conversation



User Stories: The 3 C’s

• Executable Examples >> Acceptance Test

• Definition of “done”

• High-level, focusing on “what” and “why” of user story, but not
“how”

• Should be written in minutes, not hours

• Validation of end user’s needs

3 - Confirmation



“Given all of the accounts have been loaded in the system, when the Account 

Executive visits their dashboard, then a list of accounts sorted from highest-

to-lowest bookings potential should be displayed.”

Acceptance Criteria Template

“Given…” “When…” “Then…”

<Some context> <Some action is 
carried out>

<Set of observable 
consequences>



Driving a new age of
connected planning

SMART Method for 
Acceptance

Requirements User Stories



Agile Implementation App

• Capture all User Story 
details

• Add LOE estimation and 
bucket into Sprints

• *To access NUX app, 
download the Anaplan 
Agile Implementation 
Model via the App Hub, 
and then contact 
Support for the App



The Art of Writing User Stories



User Story Examples
User Story* Acceptance Criteria* Comments

As a user, I need to see Actuals data to see 
historical values.

Given actuals are loaded, when I 
open the actuals module then they 
are visible.

As a finance user, I need to forecast and 
override expenses by employee. 

Given actuals, AOP, and previous 
forecast are available, when I open 
the expense forecasting page, I can 
then enter overrides to previous 
forecast values.

As a workspace admin, I need to maintain 
master hierarchies that match our systems 
of record. I need to manage parent and 
child hierarchies. I should have the ability to 
import master hierarchies and make manual 
updates as needed for items that are 
orphans, missing a description, or have 
been removed and need remapping.

Given that hierarchy data is loaded 
into the Data Hub, when I open the 
Data Management page, I should 
then see all level of the master data 
hierarchies and a list of kickouts to 
address. I should be able to correct 
all issues and 

*These are real user stories that have been rewritten to remove 
any client-specific information.



User Story Examples
User Story* Acceptance Criteria* Comments

As a financial analyst, I need the ability to snapshot forecast 
data. I need to copy the current forecast data and assign a 
specific version on a monthly basis. The snapshot data should 
include all months in the current year and following year (2 full 
years of data).

Given all forecast inputs are 
complete when FP&A provides 
final approval I can copy the 
monthly forecast into a new 
snapshot and it will include 
current + previous years’ data.

As a payroll manager, I need the ability to override values 
calculated for payroll taxes. I may need to override at same level 
of detail as the base calculations or at a summary level. Please 
see wireframe “PayrollTax_OverrideEx.xlsx” for detailed 
example.

Given that initial payroll taxes 
are calculated, when the payroll 
manager performs a final 
review, then he/she can 
override at the leaf level or 
department level.

As a Supply Manager, I need the ability to review materials costs 
by country in local currency so that I can review against country-
specific budgets. The line items in the FP&A material budget will 
be turned into a LISS, and the COLLECT() function will be used to 
create a module that allows me to toggle between different 
currencies to remove the impact of FX translation.

Given that currency rates are 
loaded, when a user opens the 
Budget Review page, then they 
can review the budget in each 
country’s local currency.

[user stories from the group]

*These are real user stories that have been rewritten to remove 
any client-specific information.



Things to Keep in Mind
• End users (ideally) write user stories with guidance from the Anaplan project team
• Good user stories are specific enough to estimate LOE, but do NOT include 

Anaplan-specific design components
• User stories (and backlog) should be evergreen throughout project and after go-

live
• Revisit all user stories periodically, add detail to existing, create net new, split 

user stories into multiple, etc.
• Anaplan Way (or selected PM tool) should be a one stop shop

• Minimize extra documentation to record user story detail
• Exception – Artifacts specifically mentioned in the user story

• Set up expectations with functional team/SMEs that their time commitment 
continues throughout build & test





Introduction to Planning Poker

Determining Level of Effort (LOE)



Turning your requirements 
into Sprint Plans

Planning Poker

Requirements are developed into User Stories, which comprise the Master Bucket of requirements.
User Stories are then prioritized, and Planning Poker is played to estimate the level of effort.

User Stories are then assigned to Sprint Buckets, based on priority and level of effort.

8

User Stories

Sprint Buckets

Master Bucket

1

2

3

Prioritization
Priority: 1, 2, 3



Why Planning Poker?

Builds team engagement and collaboration

Creates a consensus estimate 

Tests user story quality

Encourages independent thinking

It’s quick and fun!



Basic Rules

Before

• Pre-read the user stories
• Identify the moderator

Define a story unit/points

During

• Limit discussion to 1 minute
• Moderators may not decrease time

Take breaks as needed

Consensus

• Consecutive votes go to the higher estimates
• No consecutive numbers? Then move to the end of the pile



Getting to an Estimate

•What should you consider when you produce an 
estimate?

• DESIGN - Assume it takes time to decide how you will approach the user story

• BUILD - How long does it take to execute?

• TEST - Always test the user story yourself and send over for peer review

• DEFECTS - No one is perfect, build in time for tweaks and changes



Creating a Baseline

Cards: 0, ½, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 40, 100, ∞, ?

Baseline is 8 user story points

User Story Estimates
Build Complexity

Low Medium High

Time Intensive

Low ½ 1 3

Medium 2 8 13

High 5 21 40



“Managing the Buckets”
(catering to change)

User Stories in each Sprint Bucket are burnt down (completed) as we progress through each Sprint.
During each Sprint Review there is an opportunity to re-calibrate priorities and re-balance the User Story buckets.

Each Sprint Review presents an opportunity for customer choice points, to handle the unexpected, e.g. new 
requirements, changes to priorities, changes to effort estimates, etc.

Sprint Buckets

Master Bucket

1

2

3

Changed Priorities
Priority: 1, 2, 3

Time

Resources

User Stories

Levers/Choice Points:

New User Stories



Q A



Thank you!


